MicroRNAs (miRNAs) play a central role in the regulation of many cellular processes including physiological and psychological stress reaction pathways. Psychological stress is an important factor for the genesis and maintenance of many diseases. Several miRNAs have already been described to be involved in its regulation. The presence of miRNAs in all body fluids implies a widespread role in communication throughout the whole organism and together with their stability makes them formidable candidates as biomarkers. Alterations of stress-associated miRNA expression levels have been found in the brain and whole blood of humans and animals. In this paper, we review the participation of miRNAs in stress-reactive processes as well as their usability as salivary biomarkers of such processes. In conclusion, we suggest that salivary miRNAs may be useful as noninvasive biomarkers to assess epigenetic regulation processes of chronic or acute psychological stress reactions.
Introduction
Stress plays an important role in daily life and can be caused by a variety of stressors that potentially threaten an individual's homeostasis, well-being, overall health, or survival [1] . Stress triggers a coordinated systemic physiological stress response, including inflammatory, cellular, and metabolic processes as well as their epigenetic regulation. Due to the duration of the stressors influence, the stress response can be divided into acute and chronic stress reactions, and it occurs in several forms [1] . The perception and experience of psychological stress is subjective and individual. There are large interindividual differences and variations of perceived stress and stress reactions. The same applies to the individual coping mechanisms of an organism, which depend on several individual factors [2] .
As long as the coping processes of the organism suffice to deal with the stressor, particularly acute psychological stress can induce positive, beneficial, and adaptive effects [1, 2] . Such beneficial stress, not exceeding the coping capacity of an organism is called "eustress" [2, 3] .
If the stressor's influence exceeds the individual coping capacity due to intensity or duration, psychological stress can induce harmful physiological effects. Thus, stress is an important cofactor for the genesis and maintenance of acute and chronic diseases such as diabetes mellitus, asthma bronchiale, arteriosclerosis, and ulcerative colitis, but also neuroses, depression, or schizophrenia [2, 4] .
Stress also has an effect on gene expression and posttranscriptional mechanisms via epigenetic regulation. This has already been described for asthma, arthritis, and other inflammatory diseases [4] .
miRNAs are small, noncoding RNAs, 22-23 nucleotides in length, which play an important regulatory role in gene expression. Targeting messenger RNAs (mRNAs), they induce their cleavage, degradation, or translational repression [5, 6] . The transcription of DNA coding for miRNAs occurs in a similar way as in protein-coding genes [6, 7] . The mature miRNA directly interacts with a member of the Argonaute protein family, forming the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) [5] . As a component of RISC, miRNAs direct the posttranscriptional repression [6, 8] .
Until now, more than 950 miRNAs in humans have been registered in the miRBase release (http://www.mirbase.org) [9] . miRNAs were detected to have up to hundreds of targets each [10] . Due to these regulatory functions in gene expression, miRNAs play a central role in several cellular processes, including cell growth, differentiation, proliferation, and apoptosis [11] .
miRNAs exert important functions in the epigenetic regulation of inflammatory and autoimmune processes of chronic diseases such as asthma or arthritis [12] , whose genesis is linked to stress [4] . Additionally, miRNAs take part in the regulation of gene expression under mental stress exposure [13] [14] [15] [16] .
As stress is an important cofactor in the genesis and maintenance of a variety of acute and chronic diseases such as cardiovascular disease, respiratory infections, and chronic liver disease as well as several types of psychiatric disorders [17, 18] , stress is of high epidemiological and health-economic relevance [19] .
Playing an important role in the epigenetic regulation of stress reactions [16] , miRNAs might not only be used to elucidate these reactions as such, but also as biomarkers in the assessment of these reactions as well as in the diagnosis, prevention, and treatment evaluation of stress-associated diseases. Indeed, miRNAs can be identified in several body fluids, including saliva [13, 20] . For reasons of ethics and practicality, the optimal method for obtaining miRNAs for biomarker purposes would be the least invasive one, namely from saliva. However, to our knowledge, stress-associated salivary miRNAs have not been used as biomarkers for stress-associated psycho-physiological reactions, so far.
The aims of this paper are (1) to review present knowledge on the involvement of miRNAs in acute and chronic psychological stress reactions in humans; (2) to give a brief overview over the physiological, cellular, and molecular reactions to psychological stress; (3) to review current knowledge on the functional roles of miRNAs in the context of these stress reactions and stress-associated processes; (4) to review the use of miRNAs as biomarkers in general; and (5) to review available evidence indicating whether miRNAs obtained from saliva might be useful as biomarkers for psychological stress reactions and stress-induced conditions.
Methods
The literature search for our review was divided into 2 parts: a systematic search on the involvement and role of miRNAs in psychological stress reactions and a narrative part, explaining the background of miRNAs and providing explanation models of their involvement and their role in such reactions.
For the first part, we searched in PubMed using the search terms: "(miRNA OR microRNA) AND (psychological OR mental OR social) AND stress."
We integrated papers which were of experimental or clinical character (reviews were excluded), concerned only human subjects (studies on animals or plants were excluded), used psychological stressors (either acute or chronic), and analyzed alterations in miRNA levels as a research question ( Fig. 1 ).
Based on this, we continued our literature search, analyzing the background for miRNA involvement in psychological stress reactions, as the second part of our review. We extended our search looking for publications concerning (a) the involvement of miRNA in physiological stress reactions, (b) their involvement in stress-associated diseases, and (c) a possible use of miRNAs in human body fluids as biomarkers for psychological stress reactions, -especially in saliva as a noninvasive source. This was made by thematically continuing our search based on our previous findings, and not systematically by using fixed search terms. By this, we intended to describe the background and possible explanation models for the involvement and the role of miRNAs in psychological stress reactions, as well as their possible use as biomarkers.
For this part, no specific inclusion or exclusion criteria were used. Every type of papers including reviews, experimental or clinical studies, either on humans or animals, was included. The selection of papers was not made systematically, but in a causal context. Our literature search includes publications which were released up until June 2017.
Results

Involvement of miRNAs in Acute and Chronic Psychological Stress Reactions in Humans
Screening the current literature for the involvement and the role of miRNAs in psychological stress response systematically, as indicated in the methods section, in the PubMed library up until June 2017, 138 hits were found. Regarding our inclusion and exclusion criteria (see "Methods"), 5 papers remained for further analysis (see Table 1 ).
All of these studies investigated alterations in miRNAs in human whole blood, either in acute or chronic psychological or in mental or social stress conditions, respectively. Studies investigating miRNAs in other body fluids or tissue of humans in such conditions were not found.
Two of these studies used experimental stress elicitation tasks -analyzing acute, not chronic stress reactions [21, 22] . Three of these studies used stressors of everyday life, such as academic exams or tests as events to be expected and therefore functioning as chronic psychological stressors [13, 23, 24] .
Beech et al. [22] investigated miRNA expression in an acute stress response in humans. They used an imaginary script development procedure to induce a condition of acute psycho- Beech [22] , 2014 miRNA expression in human whole blood in an experimental setting of acute psychological stress
Vaisvaser [21] , 2016 miRNA expression in human whole blood in an experimental setting of ac ute psychological stress Katsuura [13] , 2012 miRNA expression in human whole blood in conditions of chronic psychological stress
Honda [23] , 2013 miRNA expression in human whole blood in conditions of chronic psychological stress
Gidron [24] , 2010 miRNA expression in human whole blood in conditions of chronic psychological stress
Bartel [6] , 2009 Background and introduction to the field of miRNAs Leung [16] , 2010 Involvement of miRNAs in several stress-responsive processes
Michael [20] , 2010 miRNAs in human saliva as biomarker for several processes Tsai [11] , 2010 Involvement of miRNAs in several common diseases Dirven [55] , 2017 Regulatory involvement of miRNAs and other epigenetic factors in the neuroendocrine stress response logical stress. They found an increase in miR-10a and miR-21 in whole blood samples of the participants, collected 1 h after the stress induction. Furthermore, the authors suggested changes in specific gene expressions, which might be related to the upregulation of these miRNAs. As a conclusion of these results, it can be suggested that miR-10a and miR-21 expression in whole blood is regulated by acute psychological stress in this context [22] . In 2016, Vaisvaser et al. [21] investigated miRNA expression in peripheral blood, responding to an acute psychological stress elicitation task. They found an increase in the concentration levels of miR-29c in peripheral blood. Changes in the miRNA concentration levels correlated with the subjective experience of perceived stress (measured by a 9 point Likert scale) and the activation of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex as a key area of stress regulation (measured in parallel by functional magnetic resonance imaging). They assumed that stress-induced changes in miRNA expression may occur very quickly -minutes after induction [21] .
In 2012 [13] and 2013 [23] , a group of scientists from the Department of Stress Science at the University of Tokushima, Japan, investigated alterations in miRNAs in the whole blood in conditions of chronic psychological stress. Katsuura et al. [13] examined healthy fourthgrade medical students, taking a nationally administered examination for academic promotion. Changes in 11 miRNAs were detected in whole blood (miR-15a, -16, -19a, -19b, -26b, -30b, -106b, -126, -142-3p, -144, and -144 * ), comparing 4 different time points (7 weeks before, 1 day before, immediately after and 1 week after the examination). Six of these miRNAs had already been reported to be associated with psychological stress response or psychiatric disorders (miR-16, -19a, -19b, -26b, -144, and -144 * ) [25] . Most of these miRNAs increased and peaked immediately after the examination and returned to baseline 1 week after it. In the cases of miR-16, -144, and -144 * , these changes were statistically significant. Additionally, correlations with other stress-responsive parameters were analyzed by measurements of IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α, and IFN-χ in the serum, as well as salivary cortisol and the performance of a state anxiety score as a psychological stress assessment. Some significant correlations between certain miRNAs and cytokines like TNF-α and IFN-χ were found, showing also impermanent correlations with cortisol levels, but no significant correlation with the state anxiety score.
Interpreting these results, Katsuura et al. [13] mentioned: "miR-144 * and miR-16 might be one of the negative regulators of inflammatory cytokine response after exposure to naturalistic stressors."
Based on these investigations, Honda et al. [23] examined 25 male, healthy medical students preparing for the National Examination for Medical Practitioners, a 3-day test which has to be passed to become a clinical physician. Saliva and peripheral blood were collected at 3 time points; 2 months before the exam, 2 days before and 1 month after the exam, measuring salivary cortisol levels and miRNA expression levels in whole blood. At the same time points, all subjects answered the state version of Spielbergers' state-trait anxiety inventory (STAI) to assess their perceived psychological stress level [26, 27] . The results of STAI confirmed that this study set-up was sufficient to induce chronic psychological stress and to use miRNAs as biomarkers for it. After statistical analysis 7 miRNAs (miR-16, -20b, -26b, -29a, -126, -144, and -144 * ) were identified to show significant responses to the examination stress. Correlations between the miRNAs and the other parameters were analyzed, showing significant correlations between certain miRNAs and the STAI scores, but no significant correlation with the salivary cortisol levels. Interpreting these results, the authors suggest that changes in the miRNA concentration levels, focusing on miR-16, might be related to anxiety rather than cortisol responses.
Interestingly, Honda et al. [23] found that the stress-dependent concentration levels of miRNA in the peripheral blood of their healthy subjects were smaller than in Alzheimer disease [28] , depression [29] , and autism [30] , which had been investigated in previous studies [23] .
Two years before, in 2010, Gidron et al. [24] had compared the concentration-levels of 2 miRNAs, let7-b and miR-21, in periods of low stress and high stress; 37 medical students were tested. Quantitative PCR measurements were used for the miRNAs. For the low-stress period at baseline, blood samples were taken directly after the end of a study break. For the highstress period, blood samples were taken directly after an academic exam. The Perceived Stress Questionnaire [31] was used to assess the levels of perceived stress at both time points. Perceived stress levels in the high-stress period were significantly higher. Furthermore, the health behavior of the participants was assessed at baseline, using a specific questionnaire [32] . Comparing the expression levels of let-7b and miR-21 in the whole blood of the participants at both time points, a significant decrease in both was found from low-stress/baseline to the high-stress period. While this decrease was found for let-7b in all participants, interestingly such a decrease was found for miR-21 only in the participants with inadequate health behavior, but not with adequate health behavior. Interpreting these results, the authors suggested miR-21 to be possibly useful as a biomarker in human whole blood for psychological stress. As limitations of their study, the authors acknowledged that it did not use an experimental design and had no control group [24] .
Summarizing, it can be said that some investigations on miRNA involvement in psychological stress reactions in humans were already done. All of the studies described stress-associated changes in the concentration levels of specific miRNAs in human whole blood and therefore provide the suggestion of possibly useful biomarkers in human whole blood. Interestingly, no other source of human body fluids was used in these studies. The main limitation of all of these studies is that no control groups were used. While some of the studies were of experimental character, others were not.
Summing up these findings, there remains only invalid evidence for the use of specific miRNAs as biomarkers in psychological stress reactions. Nevertheless, a handful of miRNAs has been found to be altered in response to psychological stress. As only first steps of investigation have been made in this field of research, it is important to scrutinize the theoretical background and explanation models for the involvement of miRNAs in psychological stress reactions and stress-associated processes.
Physiological, Cellular, and Molecular Reactions to Psychological Stress
To provide a comprehensive understanding of the functional roles of miRNAs in psychological stress reactions, we first provide a brief overview of the physiological, cellular, and molecular reactions to psychological stress.
Facing a psychological stressor, the stress response usually starts with impulses from high cortical centers of the brain that are relayed through the limbic system to the hypothalamus [33] . The acute response to the stressor is then induced in the limbic system where the subjective evaluation of this stimulus takes place in the context of the individual coping capacity [33] and the respective personality traits [34] . The physiological response to such a stressor is structured in 2 successive processes.
First, the "alarm" response is induced, resulting in the activation of the autonomic nervous system (ANS), which leads to an increased release of epinephrine and norepinephrine from the adrenal medulla [1] as well as serotonin and adrenaline in the central and peripheral nervous system [33] . This reaction is also called the sympathetic-adrenal-medullary (SAM) axis [35] and aims at the capacity to "fight-fright-or-flight." It concentrates the resources of the organism on the necessary organs to fight or flight, increasing the blood flow to the heart and skeletal muscle, the metabolic rate, the blood pressure, and the respiration [1] . With a short delay, the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis is activated as the second stage, aiming to provide the energy resources for a longer period of time than the SAM is able to [1] . The intensity of the reaction and the manner of inducing stress reactions is of a very individual nature. The HPA axis affects the organism mainly in a slow and genomic manner through a transcriptional regulation of glucocorticoid-responsive genes, determining the magnitude and specificity of an individual's behavioral, neuronal and hormonal response to stress [1] .
Through these reactions, psychological stress influences a host of processes in the human organism such as the metabolic or immune systems [2, 34] . In this respect, acute stress often leads to positive and beneficial effects such as a boost of the immune system, while persisting chronic stress is associated with pathological processes and disturbance of immune functions, mainly by the activation of cortisol; and it possibly leads to a variety of different diseases [36] . Additionally, the exposure to chronic stress affects neuronal plasticity. Profound effects on the structural and functional integrity of the brain have already been described and reviewed in recent literature [1] .
The individual subjective stress perception depends on personality traits [34] and personal coping mechanisms [2] . The psychophysiological stress response can be assessed by stress-reactive molecules such as salivary cortisol as a measure of the HPA axis [37] or salivary α-amylase as a measure of the SAM axis [38] . Individual differences in the extent of the stress response can be seen in standardized psycho-social stress tests by analyzing these parameters [34, 39] .
As to the cellular level, an increase in circulating cytokines has been found under psychological stress exposure due to the activation of the HPA axis and cortisol, inducing inflammatory reactions and disturbance of the cellular homeostasis [40] and causing cellular stress. Cellular stress can be defined as a deviation from the status quo [16] , or "a reaction to the threat of macromolecular damage" of membrane lipids, proteins, and/or DNA caused by external or internal stimuli such as oxidative stress [41] .
Oxidative stress occurs when there is an imbalance between the concentration of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the capability to detoxify them. ROS mainly arise from activation of the respiratory chain in the mitochondria. As a side product of cellular metabolism, they are produced also in nonstressed cells, but their abundance increases through increased metabolic activation [42] , e.g. due to activation of the HPA axis. ROS affect and damage several different cellular biomolecules and cell organelles, disturbing their physiological processes and functions.
This molecular damage induces different specific pathways, which can be summarized as the "cellular stress response" to cope with the stressor: (1) the oxidative stress response, (2) the heat stress response, (3) the unfolded protein response (UPR), and (4) the DNA damage response [42] . While the oxidative stress response mainly describes the enzymatic response to the accumulation of ROS, the other pathways are induced by damaged proteins (UPR and heat shock response) or damaged DNA (DNA damage response). Each stress response aims to recreate cellular homeostasis by the induction of respective individual repair mechanisms, or -if the coping capacity is exceeded -to induce apoptosis, preventing the organism from high systemic damage.
Additionally, there is evidence suggesting that chronic psychosocial stress may also lead to DNA damage. This includes damage of mitochondria and mitochondrial DNA in the metabolic wake of stress-induced glucocorticoid dysregulation, but also telomere shortening due to stress-related oxidative damage, processes which can induce systemic inflammation, alter gene expression, accelerate cell ageing, and possibly also the development of cancer [43] [44] [45] [46] .
Functional Roles of miRNAs in Stress Reactions and Stress-Associated Processes
As already mentioned, stress-responsive pathways are already well understood or in the process of being further elucidated. But as the regulatory signaling mechanisms of the specific pathways are concerned, larger knowledge gaps remain. Recent studies have accumulated evidence for miRNAs to play a key role in the molecular regulation of these pathways [16] . This happens by modulating the amount of miRNAs, the amount of mRNA targets, or the activity and mode of action of RISCs. Thus, miRNAs are assumed to be important regulators of the homeostasis of cells when exposed to environmental stress factors [16] . In this section, we review the functional roles of miRNAs in (a) cellular and physiological stress response pathways, (b) in psychological stress-associated processes, and (c) in stress-associated neurological and psychiatric disorders. miRNAs in Cellular and Physiological Stress Response Pathways miRNAs are functionally involved in the up-or downregulation of a variety of different cellular stress-responsive pathways. The oxidative stress response is a pathway which provides and activates several antioxidant proteins and enzymes such as glutathione or superoxide dismutase [42] , both of which are directly regulated by different miRNAs to detoxify oxidative stress metabolites [47 , 48] . Both, the heat stress response and the UPR are pathways meant to cope with the accumulation of misfolded proteins, mostly in the endoplasmic reticulum [40] . Different miRNAs were found to be involved in their signaling cascades [49 , 50] . For example, miR-211 shows time-dependent changes in its concentration levels, providing an antiapoptotic signal by repressing proapoptotic factors in the first hours after stress induction, changing to a proapoptotic signal after exceeding these first hours of the UPR [51] . The DNA damage response is a pathway which provides cell cycle arrest or even apoptosis through p53 induction, when also the DNA is affected by oxidative stress [52] . It is well established that the miR-34 family is involved as a key molecule in the p53 system [15] .
This array of miRNAs involved in the cellular stress response pathways is certainly far from complete, but it reasonably suggests the functional involvement of miRNAs in the regulation of cellular response processes to psychological stress.
In regard of organismic stress reactions on a supracellular, i.e. physiological, level mainly 2 types of response to stress in general -either to an intrinsic or extrinsic stressor -are commonly distinguished: (a) the "alarm response," mainly consisting in the activation of ANS and SAM, and (b) the activation of the HPA axis, mediated by cortisol as the "delayed response." While numerous of the retrieved studies clearly suggest a regulatory role of miRNAs in the "delayed response," no conclusive relation between miRNA expressions and the regulation of ANS and SAM activation could be found. There are just a few references indicating that certain miRNAs are involved in the regulation of serotonin effects as one of the mechanisms of the ANS response to psychological stress, in that they influence the cellular serotonin uptake by affecting the serotonin transporter [53] .
Focusing on the regulation of the HPA axis by cortisol, more references were found on the involvement of miRNAs in its regulation (see below). For example, miRNAs exert a regulatory function in the cortisol production as the most important signaling component in this response. miR-24 has been found to regulate the production of aldosterone and cortisol in the adrenal cortex. By targeting 2 of the key enzymes of their production, CYP11B1 and CYP11B2, miR-24 significantly decreases the production of aldosterone and cortisol in adrenocortical cells [54] . Therefore, it might be assumed that stress-related changes in miRNA-24 expression levels might constitute an adapting mechanism of the organismic response to psychological stress by influencing the subjective stress resilience, either in a positive or negative manner. Aside from miRNAs, other epigenetic mechanisms such as DNA methylation and histone modification were found to regulate the neuroendocrine stress response, mainly by regu-lating glucocorticoid or mineralocorticoid receptors. Dirven et al. [55] provided a detailed analysis of this epigenetic regulation of HPA axis activation in their review.
The elucidation of these miRNA functions gives an impression of their extensive participation in the stress-related molecular and physiological processes of the organism. Due to their effects as posttranscriptional repressors of mRNA, they are candidates for a host of potential regulatory roles in many pathways and signaling processes such as the repression or expression of key proteins necessary for the physiological adaption of the organism to changing environmental conditions. For example, several miRNA-knockout studies demonstrate that miRNAs mainly function as regulators of adaption or coping with changing extrinsic or intrinsic stress conditions. Apparently, the functions of miRNAs identified on the cellular level have consequences for the regulation of physiological reactions, morphological structures or on more complex supracellular levels. Leung and Sharp [16] reviewed such functions of miRNAs in 2010, surveying pertinent animal experiments. In several of the reviewed studies, the investigated miRNA mutants or miRNA-knockout animals were unable to cope with stress due to changing environmental conditions, even though they might have appeared normal under stable conditions.
Changes in miRNA Concentration Levels in Psychological Stress
As initially mentioned, psychological stress leads to stress reactions on supracellular physiological as well as cellular and molecular levels. As shown above, miRNAs appear to be functionally involved and integrated in these processes. Therefore, a change in the concentration of certain miRNAs responding to psychological stress can be expected. As the following study results demonstrate, this can indeed be observed in analyses of changing miRNA concentrations in several different body fluids or tissues of the organism -regardless their specific function -responding to psychological stress in a clinical or laboratory study set-up. Hence, it is understandable that in such instances the assessment of miRNAs may easily be motivated by their potential use as biomarkers, apart from their specific cellular or physiological functions.
Animal experiments in rats and mice were the first to lead to the notion that the alteration of miRNA expression levels is a functional response to psychological stress. In mice exposed to acute restraint stress for about 2 h, a significant increase of 2 miRNAs (miR-26b and let-7a) could be observed in the brain 24 h afterwards, declining almost to the baseline level 5 days afterwards. These results suggest that acute psychological stress effects miRNA expression quickly but not sustainably [56] . In a comparable study in rats, it was demonstrated that miRNA expression depends on the type of stressor (acute or chronic) and the specific region in the brain (amygdala or hippocampus). In brief, the concentration of miRNA triggered by chronic stress was higher than by acute stress. Furthermore, 2 miRNAs (miR-134 and miR-183) were significantly increased by acute stress [14] . Interestingly, these 2 miRNAs share a number of putative targets [57] , such as Zinc finger protein multitype 2 (ZFPM2) which is associated with cardiogenesis and cardiovascular malformations in mammals (www. genecards.org) as well as other pathologies [14] .
In another experiment with mice exposed to restraint stress, the mineralocorticoid receptor (MR) was identified as one of the targets of both miR-135a and miR-124 [58] , which negatively affect its expression. Exposed to acute restraint stress, the increased MR level in the mice amygdala negatively correlated with the miR-135a and mir-124 expression level [58] . Thus, miR-135a and miR-124 are suggested to play a role in the regulation of MR responding to acute psychological stress.
Moreover, specific miRNAs were identified in rat myocardial tissue to be altered in a psychological restraint stress model. Besides the fact that miRNA expression is tissue specific, a difference between acute and chronic stress was found in the expression patterns of miRNAs [59] .
Additionally, altered expression levels of various miRNAs have been found in the serum and the amygdala in a model of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in rats. Five circulating miRNAs in peripheral blood were identified as potential biomarkers of PTSD [60] .
As in animals, in humans the hippocampal region is an important neurological mediator of psychological stress reactions. By its integration in the regulation of the HPA axis, it is responsible for the regulation of glucocorticoid secretion. As a tissue densely populated with glucocorticoid receptors, it is highly sensitive to stress and glucocorticoid levels. In a mouse model it was demonstrated that stress and increased glucocorticoid levels have an inhibiting effect on neurogenesis in the hippocampal region [61] . Recent studies demonstrate such an effect of stress and of corresponding glucocorticoid levels on adult hippocampal neurogenesis also in human cell lines [62] . Although the detailed regulation of neurogenesis is not yet completely understood, growing evidence demonstrates that miRNAs are involved in neurogenesis and neuronal plasticity [17] . This leads to the assumption that stress-related miRNAs are functionally involved in the regulation of neurogenesis in the hippocampal region and that they are additionally integrated in the regulation of the HPA axis and the glucocorticoid secretion in stress reactions. Another possible hint that miRNAs may participate in the neuronal stress response in the brain is given by a postmortem brain examination of depressed human suicide subjects. In this examination, a significant alteration (downregulation) and reorganization of miRNA expression in the prefrontal cortex was found [63] . miRNAs in Stress-Associated Neurological and Psychiatric Disorders Aside from standardized study set-ups investigating changes in miRNA expression responding to psychological stress, such changes can also be observed in several neurological and psychiatric diseases whose genesis and maintenance is at least linked to psychological stress [17, 18] .
Alterations in several circulating miRNA expression levels have been found in psychiatric disorders such as major depressive disorder [64] , schizophrenia [65] , autism spectrum disorder [66] , bipolar disorder [67] , Alzheimer disease [68] , and mild cognitive impairment [69] . All of these studies describe a possible use of miRNAs as biomarker for the respective disease, mainly in peripheral blood. Additionally, an association of miRNAs with several types of anxiety disorders has been reported [18] . Interestingly, a reduced global miRNA expression was found in the prefrontal cortex of depressed suicide completers. Furthermore, the authors reported miR-185 to regulate the expression of a specific kinase (TrkB-T1), which has been associated with suicidal behavior [70] . Thus, they demonstrated not only a correlation between the quantitative global expression of these miRNAs and suicide, but also suggest a causal connection between specific miRNA function and suicidal behavior. As mentioned before, miRNA expression in the brain is related to psychological stress. In turn, miRNAs were suggested to contribute to the genesis of several of mental disorders through their epigenetic modulation of gene expression implicated in these disorders [71] . Thus, miRNAs constitute an important factor in the causal connection of psychological stress and mental diseases by changed gene expression. It is important to realize that some of these psychiatric disorders including major depressive disorder and anxiety disorders are associated with acute or chronic stress [17, 18] . miR-21 serves as a good example for the connection of miRNAs integrated in oxidative stress-related processes and the genesis of psychiatric disorders. It has a direct inhibiting influence on the superoxide dismutase activation as a key enzyme in oxidative stress response. Therefore, it contributes to the persistence of oxidative stress and hence to the genesis of various diseases, such as Alzheimer diseases and also cancer, diabetes, and cardiac disease [47] .
In summary, this overview demonstrates the involvement of several miRNAs in stressassociated processes. Even though their specific functional roles often remain unclear, stress-associated changes in the miRNA concentration have already been detected in specific studies.
The Use of miRNAs as Biomarkers in General
Even though the majority of miRNAs are found intracellularly, they do not only play a role in regulating intracellular gene expression. Several studies demonstrate a significant number of miRNAs to be present outside of cells; in several body fluids such as whole blood [13] , serum [60] , plasma [72] , saliva [20] , and other body fluids -generally in specific secretory patterns [73] . miRNAs are packed in both microvesicles and exosomes, surrounded and protected by a double lipoprotein membrane [74] . Therefore, they appear to be stable even in changing environmental conditions such as considerable changes in temperature (4-37 ° C) [72] . This is valid for various sources in humans, such as in peripheral blood [75] , saliva [20] , and other body fluids [76] .
Due to their stable presence, the alteration in their concentration and their ability to respond to changes in extrinsic or intrinsic conditions in certain patterns, miRNAs appear to be very suitable as biological markers for miRNA-associated pathologies or cellular response processes. In 2010, Tsai and Yu [11] reviewed specific response patterns in miRNA expression in several diseases such as cancer, cardiac or neurodegenerative diseases, and autoimmune/ inflammatory or infectious diseases. The potential use of miRNAs as biomarkers in psychiatric conditions has already been mentioned above.
Indeed, in several recent studies, miRNAs have been described as useful biological markers for several conditions or diseases, mostly miRNAs assessed from peripheral blood. This applies to the field of cancer (gastric and other cancers) [77] , to the prognosis and progression of chronic lymphatic leukemia, to metabolic diseases, e.g. the detection of prediabetes, diabetes mellitus, and the assessment of the therapeutic response [78] , but also to autoimmune diseases [79] .
Salivary miRNAs as Potential Biomarkers for Stress-Induced Reactions and Conditions
A possible source to obtain miRNAs as biomarkers is the extraction from saliva. The first description that miRNAs can be extracted from salivary exosomes in quantities adequate for both quantitative PCR and microarray hybridization was published by Michael et al. [20] in 2010. In 2011, Patel et al. [80] described that miRNAs can be isolated from saliva in such a high resolution that specific changes in their levels can become measurable accurately in various diseases [80] . Compared to the assessment in peripheral blood, salivary miRNA has the advantage that it is a noninvasive method for obtaining miRNA, which might be comparably more feasible and ethically more acceptable for biomarker assessment and monitoring.
Up until now, the potential of salivary miRNAs has mainly been described to be possibly useful for the detection and assessment of cancer, especially for oral cancer (squamous cell carcinoma) [81] esophageal cancer [82] , and even pancreatic cancer [83] , as well as in sputum as a mix of saliva and tracheal secretion also for non-small cell lung cancer [84] . Aside from cancer diagnostics, specific expression patterns of salivary miRNAs can also be used for the detection of autoimmune diseases. Salivary miRNAs from the parotid and submandibular gland have been described to be useful for the detection of Sjögren syndrome [85, 20] .
Summary and Conclusion
In the first part of our review, we systematically investigated the involvement of human miRNAs in psychological stress reactions. Even though evidence remains far from clear, we found 5 papers reporting measurable stress-associated changes in miRNA concentration in human whole blood. All of them suggest the prospective use of miRNAs as epigenetic biomarkers for such reactions.
In the next sections, we gave a short comprehensive description of physiological, cellular and molecular reactions to psychological stress and reviewed the functional involvement of miRNAs in these reactions. Psychological stress leads to oxidative stress by the induction of the SAM-and later the HPA axis. In turn, oxidative stress causes protein damage, inducing specific cellular stress response pathways to cope with it. Our review revealed that several miRNAs are functionally involved in many different stages of these physiological reactions and cellular stress reaction pathways. In some of them, they appear to play important regulatory roles. Furthermore, alterations of miRNA concentration have been detected in several stress-associated pathological conditions and diseases, e.g. in a whole set of psychiatric diseases.
In general, there is a growing use of such condition-dependent concentration changes for the purpose of applying miRNAs as epigenetic biomarkers. This is true for autoimmune, inflammatory, and metabolic processes as well as for various pathologies and diseases. As alterations of miRNA concentrations have already been found in association with conditions of psychological stress, miRNAs might also be useful as biomarkers for psychological stress reactions. Up until now, stress-associated changes in miRNA concentration have only been described for human whole blood. Due to the use of salivary miRNAs as biomarkers in other fields of research and pathological conditions, we suggest that they might also be useful as biomarkers for psychological stress reactions. As a noninvasive source, the collection of saliva samples would not add additional stress to the subject and might therefore be a very suitable source for biomarkers of psychological stress and its preventive or therapeutic monitoring. To verify this assumption, exploratory and experimental research is needed. We strongly encourage exploring this route.
Limitations of the Study
We started our investigation with a systematic research in the PubMed library for the involvement of miRNAs in psychological stress reactions. Due to the small number of results, the picture remains incomplete. Therefore, we extended our research, trying to find indications of such an involvement of miRNAs. We provide a detailed analysis of psychological stress reactions in general and involvement of miRNAs in other (stress-associated) processes that are already described in the literature. Nevertheless, this second part remains a narrative review, trying to demonstrate explanation models for our research question. For this part, we did not provide a systematic research, but causal analysis of important components for this assumption. Therefore, statements and the collection of results in this second part are limited to our subjective point of view.
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